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FURTHER TOOD(X;C;ONE ASSAYS RECEIVED - Henry Meyer, p s i -  

'- 
dent, AGC Americas 

Gold Corp.. reports the latest results from the 1995 drill program on 

drilled during August along the Finn, Zone. To date 56 holes have 
heen drilled and assayed. 

These assay results from holes JD95-74 to JD95-89 demenstrate 
the continuation of the structure and the grade of the Finn zone down- 
dip to the north und along strike to the southwest. 

The company also reports holes JD95-75. -82 and -85 all 
contained visible gold. Metallic screen assays are being conducted 
for specific sample interyak from these holes and other holes 
containing visible gold. The results from these tests are being 
evaluated. 

Hole JD95-83 was drilled several hundred feet northeast of the 
easternmost holes drilled to date and returned: 9.8 feet containing 
0.403 oz.gold/ton including 3.3 feet containing 1 .I32 oz.gold/ton. 
The geological team believes these assays indicate a possible faulted 
extension of the Finn zone to the east. Holes JD95-74, -80, -81, -82 
and -87 contained no significant gold values. 

The 1995 drill program will continue to h l l  holes on the Finn 
zone targeting along the strike to the west and southwest to 
determine the magnitude of gold and silver, reserves. (SEE GCNL 
N0.164.25Aug95. P.2 FOR PREVIOUS JD PROJECT ASSAYS) 
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